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Abstract
The Stochastic Simulation Algorithm (SSA) is a milestone in the realm of stochastic modeling of biological
systems, as it inspires all the current algorithms for stochastic simulation. Essentially, the SSA shows that
under certain hypothesis the time to the next occurrence of a biochemical reaction is a random variable
following a negative exponential distribution. Unfortunately, the hypothesis underlying SSA are diﬃcult
to meet, and modelers have to face the impact of assuming exponentially distributed reactions besides
the prescribed scope of applicability. An opportunity of investigation is oﬀered by the use of generally
distributed reaction times.
In this paper, we describe how general distributions are introduced into BlenX, a programming language
designed for specifying biological models. We then experiment the new extension on few examples of
increasing complexity and discuss how the quantitative behaviour of a model is aﬀected by the choice of
the reaction time distribution.
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1 Motivations
Systems Biology [17] studies the relations and interactions among the components of
biochemical systems in order to understand how they globally work. Many diﬀerent
approaches have been used and developed over the last years to model, simulate
and analyze complex interactions mechanisms characterizing biochemical systems.
Recently, there has been a signiﬁcant interest in the stochastic modeling approach,
mainly because there is enough experimental evidence that stochasticity could play
an important role (see, e.g., [28,1]). Two of Gillespie’s papers [12,13] enabled this
research line by introducing the theoretical basis underlying the stochastic dynamics
of biochemical systems together with an eﬀective simulation algorithm, namely the
Stochastic Simulation Algorithm (SSA). The essence of Gillespie’s work is a precise
characterization of the stochastic behaviour of chemical systems. In the stochastic
realm the amount of a molecule i at time t is speciﬁed by a discrete random variable
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Xi(t), and a system is represented by a vector of random variablesX. The evolution
of X is then modeled by a joint probability distribution P(X , t), i.e. the Chemical
Master Equation (CME) [20], expressing the probability that at time t there are Xi
molecules of the ith species. In general the CME is hard to solve either analytically
or numerically. Therefore, Gillespie’s papers introduce a set of suﬃcient conditions
at the molecular level that, when satisﬁed, allow to assume the time to the next
occurrence of a reaction to be a random variable following a negative exponential
distribution. This enables the deﬁnition of SSA, a Monte Carlo simulation method,
whose execution produces a correct trace in the state space deﬁned by the CME.
This is true under the proviso that the Gillespie’s hypotheses are satisﬁed, i.e.,
systems are well-mixed, under thermal equilibrium, and only for speciﬁc types of
chemical reactions, often termed elementary. In this context, an elementary reaction
is one that does not abstract any intermediate species.
Although the SSA also works besides the prescribed scope of applicability, as
it seems to be proved by the successful validation of many stochastic models of
biochemical systems against experimental data, it is easy to realize the diﬃculties
in describing a biochemical system in terms of elementary reactions. Quite often,
there is an incomplete knowledge of the full set of reactions, and mesoscopic or
macroscopic transformations are the only observable ones. Therefore, systems bi-
ologists are confronted with the necessity of including abstract reactions in their
models. Besides being dictated by a lack of detailed knowledge, abstractions are a
convenient means to limit the size of models. However, abstractions may (and usu-
ally do) introduce approximations in the behaviour of models, the impact of which
should be understood or at least estimated. Consider for instance the process of
gene transcription [2], which is commonly modeled by a single synthesis reaction.
Let us ask whether the fundamental hypothesis would hold for such a reaction. If
one considers the complexity of the transcription process, which encompasses the
sequential assembly of a long nucleotide sequence based on the gene template scan,
it is quite intuitive to understand that it is not an elementary reaction in itself.
If we assume that every reaction step in the transcription process is elementary,
satisfying the fundamental hypothesis of Gillespie, the time to the occurrence of a
single transcription event will have a distribution that results from the composition
of those of the elementary reactions. Apart for the operations of multiplication
for a scalar and minimum, the class of negative exponential random variables is
not closed with respect to composition. For instance, the sum and maximum of a
set of negative exponential random variables is not a negative exponential random
variable. Thus, a simple mathematical argument shows that Gillespie’s fundamen-
tal hypothesis does not hold for gene transcription modeled by a single synthesis
reaction. Indeed, modeling studies [27] indicate that the process of transcript pro-
duction exhibits less variability than a simple Poisson process, the one assumed if
the transcription times follow a negative exponential distribution. However, when
the pausing that occurs in gene transcription is frequent enough, the transcript
production process tends to become a Poisson process [27].
Given that it would not feasible to model every biological system at the elemen-
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tary level, we need to devise adequate abstractions for their quantitative behaviour.
An opportunity is oﬀered by the inclusion of generally distributed reaction times into
models. Reduced variability distributions (such as Erlang, Hypoexponential) and
increased variability (Hyperexponential) provide an improved ﬂexibility to model-
ers, allowing better matches with statistical characteristics of biological phenomena.
This requires extending simulation engines to treat stochastic models beyond the
class of SSA inspired algorithms.
Here we rely on the ﬂexibility of process calculi to reason about general distribu-
tions and biological systems. Some related work on generally-distributed stochastic
process calculi can be found in [4,15].
The paper is organized as follows. Sect. 2 gives a brief tutorial on BlenX [10],
a process calculi inspired programming language designed for modeling biological
systems, and we comment on how general distributions have been managed. Then,
Sect. 3 discusses the impact of assuming abstract reactions as exponentially dis-
tributed through a few biological examples of increasing complexity. Finally, Sect. 4
exploits the capability of models including generally distributed reaction times.
2 The BlenX Language
The BetaWB framework [18] is a computational tool that supports textual and vi-
sual programming with BlenX. The BetaWB can be seen as an in-silico laboratory,
where (in-silico) experiments can be designed (i.e., a BlenX program is written), sim-
ulated and analyzed. The quantitative component of the experiments is guaranteed
by the stochastic capability of BlenX, on the line of [9], where a continuous-time
Markov process is taken as foundational quantitative model. This section provides
an introduction to the visual version of BlenX and introduces the formal tools for
managing non-Markovian processes.
BlenX is a programming language inspired by the Beta-binders [26] process cal-
culus, and it is speciﬁcally designed for modeling entities that can change their
behaviour in response to external stimuli. A general biological molecule M with n
interaction sites is depicted as a box BM:
PM
x1 : Id1 xn : Idn
BM
The program PM is called process and allows describing the behaviour of BM. In
particular, PM activates proper replies to external signals caught by interaction
sites xi : Id i. Types Id i discriminate among allowed and disallowed interactions,
mimicking interaction mechanisms based on compatibility [23]. The name xi is used
by the process PM to modify or to interact through the associated type Id i. Process
PM is written in a process calculi style and therefore it has few primitives inspired
by both π-calculus [21] and molecular biology [2]. Instead of a long and boring
description of the syntax and semantics of BlenX we prefer to put the language on
the road by considering an example that will be used in the next section.
Enzymes [2] are by far the most important elements of any biological system,
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Fig. 1. Enzymatic activation.
because they catalyze biochemical reactions that make life possible. Basically, en-
zymes bind to one or more ligands, called substrates, and convert them into one or
more chemically modiﬁed products. A simple 2 enzymatic reaction is considered in
Fig 1. The enzyme E and the substrate S encounter to form the enzyme-substrate
intermediate ES. This reaction can be reversed, but the formation of ES is favored
when many substrates molecules are available. When S is bound, E sends a signal
enabling the modiﬁcation of substrate S into product P. Finally, the product P is
released, and the enzyme E regenerated. Enzyme and substrate can be modeled by
the parallel composition of two boxes E and S, written E ‖ S:
rep x !(sig)
x : IdE
E
x?(sig) . ch(x, IdP)
x : IdS
S
The primitive x !(sig) sends a signal sig through interaction site x : IdE . Replication
rep assures that the process sends a signal each time it is needed, i.e., each time sub-
strate and enzyme interact. The primitive x?(sig) waits a signal on the interaction
site x : IdS that enables the change of the type in IdP by means of ch(x, IdP).
In order to interact, enzyme and substrate have to bind forming the enzyme-
substrate intermediate. BlenX allows to specify if two types can complex in a 5-tuple.
For instance,
(IdE , IdS , 0.5, 0.1, 0.01) (1)
means that type IdE and IdS , expressed by boxes E and S respectively, may bind
with a rate of 0.5. The rate is the unique parameter of a negative exponential
distribution that describes the stochastic behaviour of the action. The other two
values in the tuple (1) are the rates for decomplexing and interacting and will
be commented later in this section. The tuple (1) allows inferring the following
evolution of the system E ‖ S:
[T1]
rep x !(sig)
x : IdE
E
x?(sig) . ch(x, IdP)
x : IdS
S
rep x !(sig)
x : IdE
E
x?(sig) . ch(x, IdP)
x : IdS
S
BlenX is equipped with syntax-driven rules, the so-called operational semantics [22],
that allows the inference of the possible transitions of a BlenX program. For instance,
transition [T1] above means that there is a proof that the system E ‖ S can perform
a transition, written , to a system where boxes E and S are bound through
2 do not consider dashed arrow at this stage
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interaction sites x : IdE and x : IdS , respectively.
Following Fig. 1, the reaction leading to the intermediate form enzyme-substrate
can be reversed, namely boxes E and S can decomplex. This is represented by
transition [T2] below, where the rate of this transition is speciﬁed by the forth
parameters, 0.1 in this case, of tuple (1).
[T2]
rep x !(sig)
x : IdE
E
x?(sig) . ch(x, IdP)
x : IdS
S
rep x !(sig)
x : IdE
E
x?(sig) . ch(x, IdP)
x : IdS
S
However, after transition [T1] the enzyme-substrate complex can undergo certain
modiﬁcations that lead to the release of the product. This is modeled in BlenX as
a communication on the private channel created by the binding of the interaction
sites, followed by a change in the type of the interaction site x : IdS . In particular,
the process rep x !(sig) can send a signal sig through the interaction site x : IdE ; the
process x?(sig) . ch(x, IdP ) can receive a signal from the interaction site x : IdS
and then (“then” is represented by an inﬁx dot) enable the change primitive. Since
box E can output and box S can input, and they are connected in the right way, a
communication is possible, leading to:
[T3]
rep x !(sig)
x : IdE
E
x?(sig) . ch(x, IdP)
x : IdS
S
rep x !(sig)
x : IdE
E
ch(x, IdP)
x : IdS
S′
The rate of the communication in transition [T3] is speciﬁed in the ﬁfth component
of deﬁnition (1). Notice that the process inside box E is not changed by [T3]
because the guarded replication operator rep allows to regenerate output x !(sig)
each time it is consumed.
The process ch(x, IdP ) into box S′ changes the type of the interaction site
x : IdS from IdS to IdP , completing the transformation from substrate S to product
P, described by transition [T4]:
[T4]
rep x !(sig)
x : IdE
E
ch(x, IdP)
x : IdS
S′
rep x !(sig)
x : IdE
E
nil
x : IdP
P
The process nil is the empty process, but more complex behaviour for box P can be
speciﬁed. Looking back to Fig. 1, the last step of enzyme activation is the release
of the product and the regeneration of the enzyme. The unbind of boxes E and P
is speciﬁed by adding a new tuple
(IdE , IdP , 0, inf , 0) (2)
that prescribes that each time the types IdE and IdP are bound they have to
unbound immediately, represented by the key-word inf (i.e. inﬁnite rate). The
zeros in the third and ﬁfth position means that types IdE and IdP cannot bind and
cannot interact if they are bound. The tuple (2) allows inferring transition [T5]:
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[T5]
rep x !(sig)
x : IdE
E
nil
x : IdP
P
rep x !(sig)
x : IdE
E
nil
x : IdP
P
We conclude this brief tutorial on the BlenX language introducing events. The
primitives we describe above work with elementary reactions, but, as we already
pointed, it is diﬃcult to describe biological systems only in terms of elementary
reactions. Events specify transitions that are not elementary reactions. Here we
consider two classes of events, namely join and split. The join event [E1]
[E1] when(B1,B2::rate_parameter_E1) join(B)
is enabled when a box B1 and a box B2 are available. The left part in brackets
of the event is called condition, while join(B) is called verb. [E1] removes boxes
B1 and B2 and adds a box B. The duration of the transition is speciﬁed by the
rate parameter E1 value, as usual, the unique parameter of a negative exponential
distribution. The split event [E2]
[E2] when(B::rate_parameter_E2) split(B1,B2)
reverses event [E1] by removing box B and adding both B1 and B2.
Events add ﬂexibility to BlenX enabling the description of biological systems
with diﬀerent levels of detail in the same model. Consider again the enzymatic
reaction of Fig. 1. We provide a detailed description of the transformations that
lead to the release of the product P. Now suppose there is an unknown pathway
that transform P into substrate S. This pathway is represented by a dashed arrow in
Fig. 1. Events allow integrating in the detailed model of the enzymatic reaction the
partial knowledge about a feedback mechanism that transforms the product into
the substrate. In particular, a split event is enough:
[E3] when(P::0.0078) split(S,Nil)
Event [E3] uses a tricky version of event [E2]. In fact, the second output box Nil is
the BlenX representation of an empty system and therefore event [E3] transforms
box B into box S with rate 0.0078. Note that the BlenX language oﬀers a richer
set of primitives w.r.t. the ones presented here; for a detailed description of the full
language we refer the reader to [10].
The BetaWB framework lets to stochastically simulate the evolution of a BlenX
program. Essentially, the BetaWB oﬀers a run-time support that associates each
possible transition of a BlenX program with a stochastic rate, i.e., a real number
being the unique parameter of a negative exponential distribution describing the
time required by the transition. The BetaWB has also a built-in simulation algo-
rithm inspired by SSA but designed for optimizing simulation of BlenX programs.
However, as the reader can image, the use of exponential distributions and SSA
inspired algorithms collides with the speciﬁcation of models with diﬀerent levels of
detail. For instance, event [E3] above represents complex and unknown transfor-
mations. Currently [E3] is managed by the simulator engine as a reaction following
negative exponential distribution, but it is hard to see [E3] as elementary. For this
reason, we move BlenX and the associated BetaWB framework toward the support
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of generally distributed reaction times.
Since BlenX is rooted into process calculi theory, we look at process calculi for
including general distributions support. General distributions are not memoryless,
that is the probability distribution of a transition is not independent from the tran-
sitions already happened. Therefore, general distributions introduce the problem of
tracking the time consumed by each transition, since this inﬂuences the probability
distributions of the transitions that are going to be executed. The problem was
faced by the process calculi community following three main approaches, namely,
counters, ST semantics, and enhanced operational semantics.
The semantics of TIPP [14] uses counters to track how many times an action
has not been selected to happen, and adjusts probability distribution accordingly.
The approach taken in [5] integrates clocks into models and expresses clocks start
and clocks termination events through the use of an ST semantic; in this way
dependency between transitions can be considered. Finally, in [25] the reach labels of
the enhanced operational semantics allow to derive the ﬁring distributions of enabled
transitions. We adopt this last approach mainly because enhanced operational
semantics can be also used besides the scope of general distributions to retrieve
interesting biological information as causality and locality [8]. The details about
the enhanced semantics of BlenX and how general distributions are derived can be
found in [24]. Here we only sketch the general ideas rephrasing the example above.
Suppose to have a system with two instances of product box P, say P1 and
P2. Also consider i ∈ {1, 2}. Thus, there are two transitions [T6]i from Pi to
Si. SSA generates two tentative times ti and the faster transition, say [T6]
1, is
chosen and executed. Memoryless property of exponential distributions assures
that the time of transition [T6]2 does not depend on the time t1 consumed by
[T6]1. In a general setting memoryless does not hold and the time distribution
of [T6]2 is inﬂuenced by the time consumed by [T6]1. Enhanced operational
semantics allows deﬁning causality: a transition [Ti] causes a transition [Tj] if
[Tj] cannot be executed before [Ti]. The notion of causality supports enabling
memory discipline [19], namely the stochastic distribution of the time consumed
by a transition [T] must be inﬂuenced by all the transitions ﬁred from the states
where [T] was ﬁrst enabled. Therefore, the runtime support of BlenX is extended
to support causality and enabling memory discipline. In particular, inspired by [11],
we implemented an ad-hoc extension of the BlenX stochastic simulator engine based
on classical optimized discrete event simulator solutions. From a user point of view,
the extended version of BlenX allows to specify also general distributions and not
only unique rate parameters. For instance, event [E3] can be extended as:
[E3] when(P::0.0078) split(S,Nil);
[E3_1] when(P::gamma(2,64.1)) split(S,Nil);
[E3_2] when(P::hyperexp((0.12879,0.003),(0.87121,0.01))) split(S,Nil);
events [E3 1] and [E3 2] have the same qualitative behaviour of [E3], but diﬀerent
time distributions. In particular [E3 1] has associated a Gamma distribution with
shape 2 and scale 64.1, while [E3 2] is distributed as an Hyperexponential, i.e., the
sum of two exponentials with rates 0.003 and 0.01, and weight 0.12879 and 0.87121,
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Fig. 2. Diﬀerent protein transformation scenarios.
respectively. Playing with general distributions lets to test diﬀerent hypothesis for,
e.g., the pathway that leads to box S from box P. Next section builds on this
example and gives some insight about the use of general distributions for modeling
complex biological systems.
3 Experiments
In this section we introduce a few examples of biological systems that include ab-
stract reactions. We present their modeling within the extended BlenX language
and the results obtained via the extended stochastic simulator 3 . The purpose of
this few case studies is twofold: they allow quantifying the impact of assumptions
such as supposing all the reactions as elementary; and they provide the basis for
further discussing the advantages oﬀered by the inclusion of generally distributed
reaction times into models.
3.1 Protein transformation
We start by considering an example of protein transformation. In the simplest case
we can imagine to model it as an elementary reaction (see Fig. 2); the eﬀecting
domain (dark grey in Fig. 2) is modiﬁed through an elementary reaction following
a negative exponential distribution. Now, suppose we are not sure whether the
transformation is elementary; we can consider scenarios (see Fig. 2) in which the
transformation follows a multi-stage process, for instance when multiple phospho-
rylations are necessary to make the site active, or a multi-path process, for instance
when multiple enzymes can catalyze the reaction with diﬀerent aﬃnities.
In BlenX, the initial protein A can be simply modeled as a box A where the
eﬀecting domain is a binder with an identiﬁer Aid :
nil
x : Aid
A
nil
x : Bid
B
For simplicity we set the internal process as nil but in general we can imagine a
complex internal process. All the three kinds of transformations can be modeled
using split events and since split event verbs refer to box deﬁnitions, then we also
model the modiﬁed protein B as the box B above. The main diﬀerence w.r.t. to
3 The extended simulator and the complete code of the examples can be obtained by emailing to
betawb@cosbi.eu
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the box A is that the binder modeling the eﬀecting domain has another identiﬁer.
Notice that also in this case we put nil as internal process only for simplicity.
Now, suppose we model the elementary transformation with an event using a
negative exponential distribution with rate 0.0078s−1, which means the expected
time to the reaction is 128.2051s:
when(A::0.0078) split(B,Nil);
Then, assuming we want to abstract from intermediate species, multi-stage and
multi-path transformations can be modeled using respectively Erlang and Hyper-
exponential distributions with parameters equal to the ones reported in Tab.1. In
Distribution Parameters Mean Variance
Exponential λ = 0.0078 128.2051 16436.554
Erlang k = 2, λ = 0.0156 128.2051 8218.2774
Hyperexponential p1 = 0.3, p2 = 0.7 128.2051 79755.80924
λ1 = 0.0025, λ2 = 0.085312
Table 1
The three distributions used to model the protein transformation.
BlenX, this transformations are modeled with split events that uses the correspond-
ing general distributions:
when(A::gamma(2,64.1)) split(B,Nil);
when(A::hyperexp((0.12879,0.003),(0.87121,0.01))) split(B,Nil);
Note that we model the transformation with probability distributions that have
the same expected value but diﬀerent variances. The Erlang is expressed through
the more general Gamma distribution. We run 103 stochastic simulations for each
of the three models using the BlenXsimulator, assuming an initial population of A
equal to 1000. In Fig. 3 we report the time courses of means and variances of B
for the three transformations. These measures were estimated at a 95% conﬁdence
level, and the relative width of the conﬁdence intervals (not shown for the sake of
clarity) is in all cases within 10% of the estimate.
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Fig. 3. (a) Time courses for the average number of molecules of B and (b) for its variance for the three
transformations scenarios over 103 stochastic simulations.
From Fig. 3(a) we can observe that the abundance of species B is inﬂuenced
by the type of distribution selected for the transformation. The major diﬀerences
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among time courses are visible at the onset of the reaction, with the multi-stage
(Erlang) transformation resulting in a slower accumulation of the reaction product
and the multi-path (Hyperexponential) in a faster accumulation compared to the
purely exponential one. A similar behaviour is shown by the variance time courses
in Fig. 3(b), which also point out the eﬀects of the diﬀerent spread of the three
types of distributions used in the models in the later stages of the reaction.
3.2 Enzymatic activation
Now, we use the previous model to show and discuss the eﬀects of varying the type
of stochastic transformation on the model of enzyme activation presented in Sect. 2.
We concentrate on the reaction that transforms the product P into the substrate S
(dotted arrow in Fig. 1). As before, we can assume this last transformation to be an
elementary reaction or to be a multi-stage or a multi-path transformation. Proteins
A and B of Sect. 3.1 corresponds to product P and substrate S, respectively. The
rate of complexation, decomplexation, and interaction are speciﬁed by the following
tuples:
(Sid,Eid, 0.5, 0.1, 0.01) and (Pid,Eid, 0, inf, 0)
The reaction we are interested in is modeled using an event, which works on P and
is diﬀerent depending on the kind of transformation we want to consider:
when(P::0.0078) split(S,Nil);
when(P::hyperexp((0.12879,0.003),(0.87121,0.01))) split(S,Nil);
when(P::gamma(2,64.1)) split(S,Nil);
Note that for simplicity we use the same distributions as the previous example (see
Tab.1).
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Fig. 4. Time courses of the average number of molecules of species P (a) for the three transformations
scenarios over 103 stochastic simulations (b) and for their relative distances.
As before we run 103 stochastic simulations for each of the three models assum-
ing an initial population of S equal to 1000 and the one of E equal to 100. In Fig. 4
we report the time course for the average value of molecules of P for the three trans-
formations and the point-wise relative diﬀerence between the results obtained from
the Erlang and the Exponential models of transformation, i.e., (ERL-EXP)/EXP,
and between those of the Exponential and the Hyperexponential models, i.e. (EXP-
HYP)/EXP. Whereas the three models reach in the long run the same steady-state
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value for the average number of molecules of species P, signiﬁcative diﬀerences
can be observed in the transient behaviour in the three cases, as pointed out by
Fig. 4(b). It is worthwhile noticing that diﬀerences in concentration of species as
large as 10-15% may easily turn out in profound changes in the dynamics of a model,
for instance when the molecules of P are regulating other processes in a non-linear
fashion, as in the example below.
3.3 Gene regulation network
Here we concentrate on a model that describes a network with negative feedback
through dimers in the control circuit for the λ repressor protein cI of phage λ in E.
coli [6,7]. A variety of studies have been done on this speciﬁc λ repressor system
(e.g. [3,16]). This ensures that all the concepts and ideas we discuss here are
not purely abstract or theoretical, but can be interesting and important also w.r.t.
modeling aspects of real biologically relevant systems.
In particular, we refer to one of the models presented in [6] from which we take
all the quantitative parameters. In the BlenX model we implemented, each element
composing the network is represented as a box; we have a box D representing the
DNA string, a boxDR representing the complex of the DNA with a DNA polymerase
R, a box M representing the mRNA, the box P representing the protein P expressed,
a box P2 representing the protein P dimer and ﬁnally a box Q representing the
complex of the dimer and the DNA, i.e., the DNA inhibition. All the chemical
reactions reported in [6] can be translated simply in BlenX using events. We have
the transcription, translation, and the decay of the mRNA and of the protein P
which we describe using, respectively, events:
when(DR::0.0078) split(D,M); //mRNA Transcription
when(M::0.043) split(M,P); //Protein P Translation
when(M::0.0039) delete(1); //mRNA Degradation
when(P::0.0007) delete(1); //Protein P Degradation
where all the rates are expressed as s−1 (s = seconds). Here we use a delete event
[10], which allows a deletion from the system of a certain number of speciﬁc boxes;
the event condition speciﬁes the box species and the distribution it follows, while
the verb contains the number of boxes subject to deletion. Then we have all the
complexation and decomplexation reactions. We have the formation and breaking
of complex DR:
when(D::1.14) split(DR,Nil); //DNA-DNA Polymerase R complex formation
when(DR::0.3) split(D,Nil); //DNA-DNA Polymerase R complex breaking
where we abstract from the presence of the DNA polymerase R, i.e., we assume pop-
ulation of DNA polymerase always constant. Then we have the events representing
the formation and breaking of the protein P dimer:
when(P,P::0.025) join(P2); //Protein P dimer P2 formation
when(P2::0.5) split(P,P); //Protein P dimer P2 breaking
and for creating and breaking the complex between the dimer and the DNA:
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when(D,P2::0.012) join(Q); //Dimer P2 and DNA complex formation
when(Q::0.9) split(D,P2); //DNA and P2 dimer complex breaking
Note that all the complexation rates are expressed as s−1(nM)−1 (nM = nanomoles),
while the decomplexation rates are expressed as s−1.
We focus our attention on the event representing the transcription. As already
mentioned, although gene transcription is a complex process encompassing a mul-
titude of reactions, it is usually modeled as an elementary reaction following a
negative exponential distribution. Anyway, since detailed models of transcription
[27] indicate that mRNA production can be quite diﬀerent from a pure Poisson
process, we want to quantify the aﬀect of assuming the transcription to be a non
elementary reaction. Also in this case we refer to two variants based on Erlang and
Hyperexponential distributions with parameters equal to the one reported in Tab.1.
We run 103 stochastic simulations for each of the three models. All simulations start
in an initial state where the only entity is a single molecule of DNA, represented in
the models by the presence of one box D.
In Fig. 5 we report the time course of the average number of molecules of the
protein P for the three diﬀerent transcription processes. In all the three cases,
the amount of protein P initially increases and then ﬁnds an equilibrium that is
determined by the negative feedback exerted on the DNA by its dimerized form.
The three time courses shown in Fig. 5 point out that the transient behaviours as
well as the equilibrium values are quite diﬀerent for the three models. Thus, the
choice of the distribution reveals to have an important eﬀect on the predictions that
can be obtained from a stochastic model. Again, it is important to stress that the
three distributions considered for modeling the transcription process have the same
expected value and that only the variance is diﬀerent.
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Fig. 5. Time courses of the average number of molecule of protein P for the three transcription processes
over 103 stochastic simulations.
4 Exploiting non-Markovian Modeling Capabilities
The simulation results presented in the previous section for the three considered
examples of biochemical systems suggest that the assumption of elementariness of
a reaction should be carefully considered. Without any willingness to stigmatize
current approaches to stochastic modeling, we believe it is however fair claiming
that many models of biological systems are introducing approximations without
making them explicit. Thus, the occurrence times of complex biological processes
are commonly being modeled with simple negative exponential distributions without
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discussing the impacts of this choice.
It is an easy guess to conjecture that complex non-linear systems such as the
biochemical ones can be sensitive to variances of event occurrence times: we pro-
vided some evidence for it with three simple examples. Unfortunately, assuming a
negative exponential distribution of every reaction occurrence time limits the pos-
sibility of deﬁning accurate models of non-elementary transformations, as there is
no lever to match statistical properties of phenomena beyond their expected occur-
rence times. An important implication of this limitation is that, to make models to
ﬁt wet-lab data, the rates of reactions may need to be changed to unrealistic values.
Consider for instance the third example provided in the previous section. In the
gene regulatory network model that uses general distributions, to ﬁt an observed
steady-state level of protein expression, one can tune the variance of a transcription
distribution without changing its expected value. However, if modelers assume ele-
mentariness of every reaction, the only possibility left to match experimental data
is to change their rate constants.
In this respect, the extension of BlenX with general distributions of reaction
times can help in alleviating this limitation. When only mesoscopic or macroscopic
biological phenomena are experimentally observable, general distribution provide
the support for matching measured quantitative information and representing them
into models in a more accurate way. As technological progress in experimental
biology reduces the spurious uncertainties introduced by protocols and machinery,
it becomes more and more possible to reliably determine the inherent variability of
biological phenomena. This improved characterization of biological transformations
provides a key input for selecting which distribution can adequately represent the
speciﬁc aspects of the considered system.
Moreover, having the possibility of including generally distributed reaction times
opens new possibilities for better managing the level of abstraction in models of bio-
logical systems. Abstraction is a powerful means to limit the size of models, allowing
modelers to focus only on key parts of systems. It is important here to notice that
stochastic models of biological systems easily stretch the capabilities of modeling
and simulation tools, mostly because of the abundance of entities. Thousands of
copies of proteins exist in the small volume of a cell nucleus, which inevitably turns
out in millions of reaction events occurring in very short time-scales. Thus, even
in those cases when all the molecular details of the biological transformations are
known, it would be desirable to have the freedom of modeling them in an aggre-
gated way. Managing the level of abstraction requires the ability to accurately
represent the aggregated behaviour of subsystems, so that parts and motifs occur-
ring in biochemical networks can be modeled as single reaction events accounting for
a multiplicity of elementary transformations. Obviously, we expect the stochastic
properties of such aggregated behaviours to span over diﬀerent types of distribu-
tions, and modeling such properties calls for increased modeling capabilities such
as the ones we coded into BlenX.
Besides the intrinsic importance and relevance of being able to model and sim-
ulate classes of non-Markovian biological processes, here we also want to explore
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exp 5 exp 10 exp 15 exp 20 Erlang
1000 0.112s 0.118s 0.182s 0.303s 0.101s
2000 0.178s 0.304s 0.407s 0.505s 0.156s
4000 0.221s 0.444s 0.706s 1.260s 0.364s
6000 0.323s 0.627s 1.100s 1.525s 0.698s
8000 0.413s 0.794s 1.398s 1.997s 1.169s
10000 0.489s 1.702s 1.741s 2.496s 1.781s
Table 2
The ﬁrst four columns represent the simulation times for multi-stage transformations of diﬀerent length
for diﬀerent initial populations of A. Since simulation times for the Erlang abstractions of diﬀerent length
are really similar, we consider only representative values.
how general distributions can be used, within certain limits and for speciﬁc classes
of systems, to increase the computational eﬃciency of a stochastic simulation. A
similar study can be found in [11]. We consider the ﬁrst example and in particular
the multi-stage protein transformation. We want to compare models in which the
transformation is implemented using chains of elementary reactions with models in
which it is implemented using an Erlang distribution. Notice that the abstraction
is correct because an Erlang distribution with shape n and scale λ is the sum of
n exponentially distributed random variables with parameters λ. We run stochas-
tic simulations considering diﬀerent populations of protein A and transformation
chains of diﬀerent lengths; we impose a limit time enough large to permit the con-
sumption of all the initial protein A. In Tab. 2 we report the results we obtained.
The table shows clearly that within certain limits the Erlang abstraction allows to
speed up the simulation time. In particular, the longer the multi-stage transfor-
mation, the more we can speed up simulations for increasing initial populations of
protein A. This fact can be particularly useful if we want to increase the eﬃciency
of stochastic simulations in classes of models that presents chains of sequential ele-
mentary monomolecular reactions where all the intermediate species are inactive. If
we know that the populations of the species subject to these transformations live in
the right range, the Erlang abstraction allows us to speed up the simulation time.
An interesting modeling facet that surely deserves to be subject of future work
is the exact representation of the competition among reactions. In fact, this is
quite a delicate area of modeling, whose importance becomes evident when deal-
ing with general distributions. Consider for example the transcription relation in
Example 3.3. Obviously, the ﬁrst stage of the transcription process is in competi-
tion with the polymerase decomplexation reaction. However, if we model the whole
transcription process as a single elementary reaction, we cannot limit the scope of
this competition to the ﬁrst stage only. Thus, it would be like saying that the poly-
merase could decomplex from DNA and stop gene transcription at any time during
the process, which is not realistic. Indeed, this extended competition is what is
actually modeled for the Example 3.3 in the literature [7] as well as in the model
variants presented in this paper that used generally distributed transcription times.
This shortcoming of abstract reaction modeling is encountered whatever is the
distribution used to model the transcription time. However, when we explicitly
consider the multi-stage nature of the transcription process, for instance in the
form of an Erlang distribution, we have a degree of freedom in playing with the
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preemption at the various stages of the process. Thus, we could specify that only
the ﬁrst stage of the Erlang can be preempted because of the competition with the
polymerase unbinding reaction. It is clear that the opportunities oﬀered by this
reﬁned modeling only become available when considering the details of the staged
nature of abstract reactions, and thus only in a framework that allows going beyond
the pure elementariness of biochemical reactions.
5 Conclusions
The SSA algorithm is the de-facto standard for simulating the dynamic evolution
of systems of stochastic reactions. SSA assumes elementary reactions and therefore
the time to the next reaction is a random variable following negative exponential
distribution. However, it is diﬃcult to describe complex biological systems only
in terms of elementary reactions. Quite often there is an incomplete knowledge of
the full set of reactions comprising the systems under inspection. Thus, researchers
have to introduce abstract reactions in their models, without considering the impact
of using SSA like algorithms with abstract reactions. This calls for an investigation
of the dichotomy of the qualitative abstract reactions and the quantitative elemen-
tariness assumed in the simulation algorithms.
We started by extending the modeling language BlenX and the associated com-
putational framework BetaWB with general distributions. BlenX allows including in
the same model diﬀerent levels of (qualitative) abstraction and so it is well suited
to be tested in an environment with general distributions. Here we described the
general ideas underlying BlenX and its extension in a tutorial fashion, pointing the
interested reader to [10]. Then, we described three examples that present an increas-
ing complexity. The examples resulted sensitive to variances of reaction occurrence
times as non-linearity and complexity of the system increase. Moreover, the exten-
sion presented can help in providing better matching between wet-lab experiments
and in-silico results.
We plan to investigate general distributions as a quantitative tool for managing
the level of abstraction of biological models, resulting in a powerful means to limit
the size of models. Moreover, the models presented calls for a deep study of exact
representations of the competition among biochemical reactions.
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